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ABSTRACT

Most approachesto handleubiquitousenvironmentsusemiddlewareto integrate
differentsystems.Their motivationis usuallyinteroperabilityandprovidingnewabstrac-
tionsbettersuitedto newservicesfor pervasivecomputing.A drawbackof this approach
is that generalpurposetools ceaseto work for the newabstractions,which makesthings
worsefor programmersbecausenewtoolsmustbedevelopedevenwhenold toolscould
work. Anotherdrawbackis that interoperabilitynow requiresdeploymentof the middle-
wareconsidered,or codeshipping. We believethat the traditional file systeminterface,
combinedwith a sensibledesignof interfacesfor devicesandservices,sufficesboth to
make machinesinteroperatewell and to provide the new abstractionsand services
required by ubiquitous environments. Our approachis to, first, put all individual
resources in the network using distributed virtual file systems that represent abstract inter-
faces,and second,build the userenvironmentby importing desiredresourcesfrom the
network.We havebuilt thePlanB OSusingthis approach,its remotefile systemimport
mechanismallowsthesystemto adaptto changesin the environment and permits users to
customizetheenvironmentaccordingto their needs.Thesystemhasbeenin usefor over
a yearbothto carryout our daily work andto implementthesmartspacethatwe built for
our offices, which has machines with Plan B, Plan 9, Windows, Symbian, and Linux.

1. Introduction

It is hardto design,build, anddeployapplicationsfor pervasivecomputing,aspointedout by [12].
We built anenvironment[1-6,26] thathasmultiple machinesperuserandmanysmall devicesattachedto
the network, to support ubiquitous computing [24]. Our main objective is to build a systemeasy to program
with thatcould interoperate well with others,to makeit easier to build smart spaces and to develop applica-
tions for them. The systemincludesserviceslike location and contexthandling,motion sensors,voice
interfaces,andX10 appliances.But insteadof integratingmultiple differentsystemswith middleware, usu-
ally calleda meta operatingsystem[20], we tried to build anactualoperatingsystemthatcouldcopewith
these environments.

Our system,PlanB, exportsall resourcesto thenetworkusingabstractinterfacesthataremappedto
(distributed)file systemoperations[4]. All resourcesareseenasfiles, following the ideasin Plan9 [18].
This includesimportantsystemserviceslike applicationexecution,userinterfaces,contexthandling,event
delivery, audio and voice facilities, and (physical) environment automation.

The aim of our system is to provide the mechanismsneededto build pervasive computing
__________________
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environments, and to make it easy for the users to use and to develop new programs to implement and
deploy the policies and tools chosen by the users. To achieve this, we built a system that both tries to bring
back a single system image for each program (although such image differs from program to program,
because each one can customize its environment).

Plan B is the first system that we used that made us think that all the machines each of us owns and
all appliances present in the environment work indeed as a single environment. When programming or
using the environment from any machine, we usually forget about which machines actually own the devices
we are using, which is convenient to program applications for pervasive computing [25]. Our file system
import mechanism permits the system to stay working and adapt when a machine is disconnected, a
resource becomes unavailable, or a preferred resource is discovered. New machines brought online are
quickly seen as integrated in the environment, because they start using the services already started in the
space (e.g. voice notifications, audio players, and other tools). The ability to move user interfaces around
and to start using different devices further helps to erase the barrier around each particular machine [6].

The system is very easy to program and customize, by implementing small shell scripts or new pro-
grams. Programmability includes services like context, location, power switches, motion detectors, and the
like. For us, there is no difference between the development environment and the smart space around us.

We do not use middleware, but our system interoperates well. Most machines today are capable of
providing/using remote files and we provide services as files. Therefore, most machines can provide/use
Plan B services. Although we prefer to use Plan B terminals, we have Linux systems that use services from
Plan B, and most of the department uses the files for our context service exported by the web. In the same
way, the Plan B speech synthesis and recognition volumes actually rely on Windows and Linux tools.

2. Abstract Networked Resources as File Systems

2.1. Abstract Resources

Our approach is to provide an abstract interface for resources, amenable to users and applications,
through (virtual) file trees. For example, unlike other systems that use files for interfaces, e.g. Plan 9 [18],
we do not provide pixmaps or other low-level artifacts to support GUIs. We support UIs by providing a file
tree where each UI element (i.e., widget) is represented by a different file.

Note that these files are not real files on disk, they are provided by resource servers, like done in Plan
9 or UNIX’s /proc [15]. Note also that we do not propose to intercept file system calls. We propose to
take the Plan 9 approach to the limit and provide (all) services by implementing tiny file servers. Therefore,
these servers receive the RPCs for their FS calls, with no call interception required.

Resource semantics are left out of the system, which handles files as raw data. However, most of the
information necessary to understand a resource is modeled by the file tree representing such resource. In
our example, if a UI element (e.g., a row) contains other UI panels (e.g., buttons), the former element is rep-
resented as a directory that contains the files for the latter ones.

Besides representing the structure of the resource, the file tree also provides abstract operations on it.
All the implementation for such operations is provided by the file tree server, i.e. by the resource provider,
and becomes shared in a natural way. What can be done with a file (or a set of files) that represents a
resource depends on the resource considered. If a UI element is a image, we can copy images (in Plan 9 for-
mat) to its data file to update the image on the screen.

Certain operations, hard to express by means of a file operation, are expressed by writing them in tex-
tual form into a file provided by the resource. In this case, such file appears to contain the set of operations
that are in effect at the time. For example, a vector-graphics widget is represented by a file that appears to
contain strings like "arrow from 0,0 to 100,150 red", and "circle at 50,50 rad 15".
Reading the file reports the drawing in the widget, and suffices to permit users to grasp the semantics of the
file in a natural way. The format used to provide information (when reading a file) is always that used to
accept requests (when writing a file).

In many cases, file names are chosen by the software providing the service (e.g., files names for X10
appliances are similar to pwr:136light to provide a clue about what the file represents). Each service
provider is free to impose its own conventions regarding file naming, because that is part of the abstraction.
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In some cases, the resource provider only imposes a few restrictions (e.g., the UI service requires each wid-
get to be represented by a directory whose name includes the type of widget). In a few cases, no restriction
is imposed on file names (e.g., the context service allows any file name, each file represents a piece of con-
text named by the user).

We apply the guidelines above to all system resources: The command execution service provides a
file where command lines can be written; the voice interface provides a single output file where text can
be written for speech processing; the audio interface provides a file where files in MP3 format can be
copied to be reproduced; the mouse interface provides a file that reports mouse events when read; an X10
appliance for a light switch appears to be a file that may contain "on" and "dim 50%" (e.g., it would
accept a write of "off" to switch off the light); context known for user nemo appears to be a directory
"/who/nemo" with files like status, location, etc.; and the list goes on to include all other system
resources and services.

2.2. Dynamic Environments

Exporting all services through an abstract interface is not enough for a pervasive environment, which
is highly dynamic. A mechanism to discover the relevant file systems for resources of interest, and to
import them into the name space of the client machine, is also needed. Our approach in this respect has
been to implement a resource discovery protocol and to provide a way for the user to select which resources
to use in the system we built.

The system helps in selecting which resources to use, but the applications are still responsible on how
to handle failures and failover when a resource is lost in the middle of an operation being made by the
application. Therefore, it should be noted that we are not providing transparent fail-over or related mecha-
nisms. We only adapt the name spaces without placing that burden into the application. Section 4.3 further
discusses this issue.

There is a compromise between introducing middleware and changing the system. We changed the
system because we wanted to demonstrate that applications could be kept simple if the system adjusts the
application name spaces without placing the burden in the application. However, adding a FS discovery
protocol to any other system is not very difficult. Indeed, Windows and other systems already include their
own ones [16, 20].

3. Why Use Files?

It is interesting to look at the proliferation of XML based interfaces. Many approaches using middle-
ware rely on them for interoperability. In our opinion, one of the reasons for doing that is to bring back a
universal interface that could be understood by most programs (e.g., the FS interface). We restrict our-
selves to the basic operations found in all file system (open, close, read, and write) because they are under-
stood no matter the particular implementation used by the system considered. We replace what would be
represented by an XML tree in other systems with a file tree (the information that others provide using
XML attributes and tags is provided in our approach by means of file names and text files to hold the
attributes).

A properly designed file interface is easy to understand both by people and programs. Also, it does
not require the introduction of a new technology or yet more software to permit both users and programs to
use it. For example, consider the X10 light switch interface mentioned in the previous section. A user can
browse (and search!) a set of files to locate the file representing a light switch using the Windows explorer,
because X10 appliances appear to be files; they just happen to be implemented by a remote X10 driver soft-
ware. Furthermore, the user can open the file with the windows Notepad, replace on with off, and write
the file back to switch off the light. When using UNIX, ls and echo can be used instead.

Approaches using middleware-provided abstractions, e.g., Speakeasy [8] or the IWS [14], would
require installing or downloading software in the client machine just to browse or to operate the device.
Speakeasy in particular strives for spontaneous interoperability. It relies on code shipping to provide the
code necessary to speak the protocol used by the device considered and also to provide an interface for it.
But we argue that the client machine might be able to interoperate with the device using its own software,
because the FS interface is already available and most (when not all) systems support remote file access.
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The only requirement is that the particular interface considered, must be of a high level of abstraction
(despite being modeled through a file interface, which might be considered of a low-level of abstraction).
That is, the file tree used for the device, file contents, and data and control operations done through files
must be abstract enough to be meaningful to users and programs when used from any other system.

Another argument supporting the use of FS interfaces is that it can make all the information in the
system available for inspection. Simple programs like ls and cat suffice to inspect the system without
using a complex (e.g., reflective) architecture.

A weakness of file interfaces is event delivery. A poorly designed FS interface for a resource may
force the user to poll the file tree to discover events of interest. Other approaches make event handling
straightforward, e.g. IWS [14], but the price paid is losing other benefits gained by using files as the ubiq-
uitous resource interface.

A way to side-step the problem is to implement a event delivery service as a FS. Applications may
create files on it to create event channels, and the files may be read to receive events and written to post
events. We use this approach for services that are naturally modeled as events, e.g., mail notifications,
location changes, and user requests. This is similar to what systems like [14] do to interconnect their ser-
vices and resources. Another way to handle the problem is to provide a file within the device that reports
events to any client reading it. We use this approach only where it seems obvious that the events file is
actually a stream of events, e.g., for the mouse, keyboard, and similar devices.

4. The Organization of Plan B

To experiment with our approach, we designed and built the Plan B OS [1-6, 26]. Figure 1 depicts
the model for the system. Once booted, a machine exports all its resources to the network. Each resource is
exported as a tiny file system. The Plan B file systems have an associated name and a set of attributes. We
refer to each one of these tiny file systems as a resource volume, and to the set of attributes as its
constraints. All the machines are considered peers in that they run the same system software and their pur-
pose is the same: To export volumes.

This does not mean that all machines in the environment must run Plan B. Any machine that can
mount Plan B’s files can use services from Plan B volumes. In the same way, any other system may run one
or more processes to export some resources as files. Our approach is readily applicable to any other system.
Nevertheless, we built and use Plan B because of its resource import mechanism, which is best provided by
the system to make things easier for users and applications.

Several protocols are used to export the resources. The Plan 9 network file system protocol, 9P [27],
permits machines to export and remotely use files. A suite of authentication protocols permit machines that
implement volumes to authenticate users, and viceversa. The Plan B discovery protocol announces volumes
to the network and allows Plan B nodes to discover new (and gone) resources. Some of the machines gate-
way to CIFS and NFS to permit other systems to use Plan B volumes.

The environment seen by an application is the set of files imported from the network into its name
space. In plan B, such files include all resources used by the application, including the widgets in its user
interface and the devices used. This is the Plan 9 approach [17] taken to the limit. The environment seen by
a user is that seen by all the applications that belong to him/her.

A general purpose event delivery volume provides ports that can be used as event channels. Each
message written to a port file is delivered to all the readers of the file. Besides notifying events of interest,
e.g. mail arrival, this service is used to request visualization of urls, reproduction of songs, edition of files,
and execution of programs.

4.1. From Plan 9 to Plan B

Most of the kernel is taken from Plan 9 as it is (box in figure 1), e.g., process and memory manage-
ment are exactly the same. To convert Plan 9 into Plan B three things were done: First, we changed the
heart of the system (the name space implementation) to use volumes and constraints; second, we redesigned
system services to provide them through abstract FS interfaces that could be operated from anywhere in the
network; third, we added a discovery protocol to the resulting system.
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mousefs kbdfs execfs devfs guifs mp3fs ... fs vold

Network file system and name spaces

drivers procs vm ... net auth vols

Figure 1: Architecture of the system software at a Plan B machine.

The Plan B volume device, vols, keeps the kernel aware of the set of known volumes. A user pro-
cess, vold, implements a volume discovery protocol similar to others found in the literature (e.g., that in
UPnP [23]). All volumes are implemented by servers that are user processes. Each server registers with
vold to announce its service. Servers are also responsible for authenticating their users.

The network file system multiplexor implements the name spaces used by the processes and permits
using 9P to reach the files and volumes bound to names in the space. File names are hierarchical paths simi-
lar to those in Plan 9 or UNIX. Processes use well known file operations, i.e. open, close, read, and
write, to operate on the files that conform their environment. To implement these operations, the file sys-
tem multiplexor maps them to volume operations and 9P RPCs.

4.2. Resource volumes

Volume names are strings that identify the resource exported in a global name space. The names for
volumes are used to advertise them and to identify the volumes that are to be bound on import requests.
Volume constraints are sets of attribute/value pairs that identify properties of interestq. The constraints are
used to advertise the properties of the volumes along with its names, and also to request desired properties
while importing resources. The system handles constraints syntactically, semantics are left out. Therefore,
users and servers can choose which sets of constraints to use, and what do they mean (both parties must
agree on the meaning of each constraint, though).

Constraints are usually defined by the server exporting the resource, but can be completed by
machines in the path to the client. An interesting example is a constraint added by the client machine: C,
which stands for connection. If vold needs more than 100ms to mount a volume (including the time to
authenticate), a constraint !Cbad (i.e., bad connection) is added for the volume. This makes the system
aware of which volumes are reached through connections with a very bad latency or a very poor bandwidth.
Users can instruct the system to prefer volumes reached through a good connection for cases that matter,
e.g. for system binaries. The next section shows how to do this.

4.3. Selecting Resources and Adapting

The primary means to ask for resources in Plan B is the mount system call, used both to import
resources and to tailor adaptation. It instructs the system to search for volumes matching the given name
and constraints, and import them at a given path. Once a volume has been imported, it remains in use until
unmounted or becoming unreachable. Should this happen, the system would search again for an alternate
volume that could be used instead.

Different resources can be mounted at the same mount point, in order of increasing preference, to tai-
lor adaptation. For example,
__________________
q The syntax used for constraints in this paper is that used in the system when the paper was written: An initial letter identi-
fies an attribute, and following characters denote its value. We have later changed this syntax to be attr=value (for us-
ability).
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mount -V /devs/audio!L136 /my/audio
mount -bV /devs/audio!L136!Unemo /my/audio

create a union of two volume mount entries. The first request imports any audio device at location 136 , and
makes it available at the path /my/audio . The second one imports, before the previous one, any audio
volume that besides the desired location is owned by nemo. This idiom permits the user to specify that the
preferred volume is that identified by the second call. It also specifies that when the preferred one is not
available, any one identified by the first call suffices as well.

This means that devices might change while an application runs, but only if the name space used per-
mits that. Those (users or applications) that do not tolerate switching of resources can always explicitly
import the resource of interest. Applications can learn of changes by keeping open file descriptors into the
files used, because that descriptors would report I/O errors. As an additional aid, several files in the system
report the set of volumes in use and the name space in effect. In any case, the system ensures that the name
space reflects those resources available and cleanly removes from it the file trees for gone resources. If an
I/O error happens while reading a directory or performing any other call, the system considers the involved
(remote) file tree as faulty and ceases using it until it could be remounted.

What happens with server-side state depends on the service. For example, UI volumes connect to the
application to report creation and replication of widgets (widgets are garbage collected when their applica-
tion is not reachable), X10 appliances simply retain their state, audio players cease playing if the client is
gone (the application would reopen the audio output file, which might be on a different volume), etc.

5. A Programmable Smart Space

The framework for context handling is simply a set of volumes containing files to describe context
for users, places, and things. There are three volumes for maintaining context information: /who ,
/where , and /what . Each one is a file tree that keeps different context within different files. Location is
handled in the same way. Also, most volumes include a constraint that specifies their current location, to
permit users to import volumes depending on their location.

Presenting all resources as files that can be dynamically imported to match the user specified names
and constraints is very powerful and permits programming the system in a simple way, as we show next.
For example, the tell program is a simple shell script that accepts a user name and a text message. It
imports any of the speech volumes sharing the location with the given user name, and speaks the message
there. The involved commands are shown here.

# $user and $message given as arguments.
location=‘{cat /who/$user/where} # set $location to the user location
# import an speech volume from that location
mount -V /devs/voice!L$location /devs/voice
# deliver the message
echo ‘{who am i} to $user: $message >/devs/voice/output

Note how the different aspects of the system are combined together in a very effective way. The file inter-
faces are easy to use from application’s code and shell scripts. In the code we could see how location infor-
mation (e.g., the piece of user’s context kept at /who/$user/where ) is handled in a uniform way, and
can be obtained by reading a file. The file import mechanism permits the selection of appropriate resources
based on required constraints (e.g., location). Note also how new system services introduced for pervasive
computing (e.g., voice and location) are handled as any other system service.

Recently, an active RFID system (using hardware from Hexamite) has been installed and a new tool
has been made available to let users update their location according to their badges. No change had to be
made to system (apart from implementing the corresponding file server for the new location volume).

User interfaces are provided by UI volumes, each volume handles a given screen and provides graph-
ical widgets on it, as seen in figure 2. Each screen is handled through a file tree that represents the tree of
widgets in the screen. The state of each widget is self-contained, and includes the network address of the
application responsible for it. Therefore, the files for a widget can be copied to a different place (perhaps
into a different device) to move or replicate all or part of a UI. Figure 2 shows replicated controls for the
player program.
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What is important for us now is not how the UI service works (you can refer to [6] for that), but how
easy is for us to program with UI elements once they have been abstracted and exported through files. For
example, this is the command used internally when the mouse is used to copy and paste a tree of widgets (a
complete UI, part of an UI, or just a single widget):

# $from is the path for the copied UI tree
# $to is the path for the target UI location chosen by the user
cd $from
tar c * | { cd $to ; echo hold >ctl ; tar x ; echo nohold >ctl}

It can be seen how tar archives all the files for the copied UI, and how it is also used to recreate the UI at
the target. What is more important, we could use tar in the same way to archive and recreate the state of
X10 power switches for a room, or most other resources. In the example, the two echo commands are used
to ask the UI to hold screen updates while extracting the UI, so that each individual widget created does not
imply a screen update. Note how a hard to express operation, i.e. hold, can be easily expressed by means of
control files.

Figure 2: A typical Plan B screen, serviced by the omero UI volume.

As further examples, we can write very simple scripts to do things like lowering the volume level of a
room if there are visits (reading the context file visits for the room and updating the volume file for
any audio within that room):
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# remember old volume level
old=‘{cat /devs/audio/volume}
location=‘{cat /what/$sysname/where}
if (grep yes /what/$location/visits >/dev/null){

# lower it a 10%
new=‘{expr $old - 10}
echo $new >/devs/audio/volume

}

Determining if there are visits can be done also via a simple script, by looking at X10 motion detectors for
the visitors area in a room:

location=‘{cat /what/$sysname/where}
if (grep yes /devs/x10/$location:* >/dev/null)

echo yes >/what/$location/visits
if not

echo no >/what/$location/visits

The scripts just shown can poll the file system for changes. However, in many cases, it is more convenient
to use events. This script accepts events for image files to be shown at a big screen in the room:

touch /devs/ports/poster
while (;){

cat /devs/ports/poster | page -w
}

And such events can be sent easily as well:

# mount event ports sharing our location
mount -V /devs/ports!L$location /devs/ports
# and post...
echo $file > /devs/ports/poster

As a further example, we can also pause any player when no user is in the room. To do so, the script
searches user interface files in the room for a file representing a button (its name would start with
button: as dictated by our implementation) with the name Pause and then it writes a control request to
the widget to press the button.

This is very important for environment automation. We have found that the appropriate way to make
the environment intelligent is not implementing a big application that automates most things, but imple-
menting many small tools instead. Each tool inspects the environment, makes a choice and updates the
environment. To construct the tools, it is very convenient to be able to use general purpose programs. Oth-
erwise we would have to write multiple specific purpose programs, perhaps using a programming language
designed just to do that, like in [19].

6. Security and protection

Authentication and protection are handled as in any traditional distributed file system. We use the
Plan 9 authentication service [18]. which does not require an unique administration domain, and is known
to scale well. The ownership and access control lists provided by the file systems in the Plan B volumes are
the mechanism we use. For example, this command allows any user to switch on/off the lights at room 136,
yet prohibits reading the light status to casual users:

chmod a+w o-r /devs/x10/pwr:136light

Users who want to grant access to users (i.e. badges) near a device, can do so by reading the context files
for location and updating the permissions for the device files accordingly.
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7. Lack of type checking

Control operations are codified as text, as is status information. Therefore, there is no type check for
control operations. Nevertheless, years of experience with Plan 9 and Plan B have shown that this is not a
problem in practice. When a erroneous control operation is issued to a control file, the file system responds
with a unknown control request diagnostic, and the user corrects the mistake.

8. Experience and Lessons Learned

We have been using our smart space for daily work as our computing system for more than a year
and a half. There are several demonstrations at http://lsub.org. The main lesson we learned from
experience is that files are powerful, specifically when they are used for devices and not for data on a disk.
Tiny programs, each one performing a single job well, together with means to combine them, can be more
powerful than big software frameworks. They are simple to implement, easy to use, and need no further
system services. Providing the services at the system level made all the existing applications able to exploit
the new environment.

Programming applications for the smart space is done exactly like programming applications for a
single PC. The code may perhaps write voice messages, turn on the lights, or check out the availability of
its user; but that is the only difference. When the application is launched inside the space, its name space
determines which resources are used and when to use others. The user has complete control over the distri-
bution of the interface and other resources, and can control the application remotely, either using the file
systems or a mouse and keyboard in the network.

The hard work is shifted from programming applications to thinking on an appropriate (FS based)
interface for each new device and service. This has always been a problem no matter the paradigm used.
However, in Plan B, the consequences of a bad interface are more serious, because of the lack of types in
the system other than those implied by the hierarchy of files used.

Our system usage shows that it scales well at least for serving a department. Client machines discover
and mount only those resources they need. Therefore, file systems do not end up with too many clients and
a high load, and client machines do not need to mount a myriad of different servers to operate. But we do
not know if the system would scale beyond a typical department or group of users.

There are two things that are not solved in a fully satisfactory way. Both apply only when using the
system from non-Plan B machines (e.g., Windows). First, other systems must gateway through Plan B
nodes to benefit from the volume discovery service. Second, using files may be inconvenient for the end-
user to operate some resources. In this case, simple programs must be developed to can a UI for the user.

9. Other approaches

Related work is too abundant to be described here. We mention here only the most representative
related work, and focus just on the main differences.

Plan 9 [18] is a distributed system that is built by exporting all resources as files and allowing those
files to be accessed through the network. Plan B borrows many of the Plan 9 ideas. There are some impor-
tant differences though. Plan 9 does not adapt to changes in the environment. Many times, changes require
user intervention, and some times they require rebooting the machine. Plan B uses dynamic volumes to
adapt to the environment. Furthermore, important system services have been redesigned with portability
and adaptation in mind. Besides, Plan 9 lacks a mechanism similar to the constraints we use to select
which resources to use.

The Semantic File system [10] and Globe’s name service [16] are able to select resources that present
a set of properties by means of attribute-based queries. However, they use a very different approach for
exporting system services, usually through typed interfaces or distributed objects.

Globe [22] and other systems, like Speakeasy [8], Ninja [11], Gaia [20, 21], IWS [14] and One.World
[13] rely heavily on middleware as the means to implement and distribute their services. A big difference
between middleware based systems and the approach shown in this paper is that we use well-known and
well-understood distributed file system technology. An important consequence is that we interoperate with
any system able to exchange or to remotely access files. Unlike in middleware based approaches, ours
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permitsa nativeWindowsor Symbianapplicationsto accessthenewservicesjust by usingthefile system
interface. For example,Gaiahadto introducea scriptingtool [20,21] to simplify the useof their system,
we cansimply usethe OS shell.Gaia’sContextFS [7], which providesa file serverinterfacefor context
basedqueries,is closerin spirit to our approach.However,we usefiles for all systemservicesanddo not
require middleware.

Thereis plentyof work abouthow to useXML andrelatedmarkuplanguagesto exchangedataand
supportinteroperation.Seefor example[9,23]. Themaindifferencebetweenour work andthemis thatwe
use text based interfaces from the beginning. Our hierarchies are provided by the file system, not by thelan-
guagetags.Furthermore,theyusuallyfocuson how to adaptonekind of datato another,andwe arefocus-
ing instead on how to export and use the new services required for a pervasive computing environment.

Overall,themaindifferencebetweenPlanB andothersystemsis thatby mappingabstractinterfaces
to files, andadaptingto file treeavailability, we providea systemthat is easyto program,offersa general
purposecomputingenvironment,works for legacyapplications,and supportssmartspacesfor program-
mers, without using middleware.

10. Future work

Most of the pendingwork refersto new programsneededandto experimentationwith new policies
andheuristicsfor handlingcontextandmakingtheenvironmentsmart.We aresatisfiedwith theorganiza-
tion of the systemand the interfacesdevelopedfor its services,and do not expectmany changesin this
respect.
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